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Animal crossing city folk hybrid guide

This article is about a type of flora. For the rhino or cow villages, see Petunia. This article is about a type of flora. For the Katzendorfer see Rosie. This article is about a type of flora. For the Frog Village resident, see Lily. This article is about a type of flora. For the gorilla villager see purple. AF, AF+, AC, AFe+, WW, CF, NL, NH Flowers
are plants found in the Animal Crossing series. They are randomly generated throughout the city as soon as a new storage file is created. They can be planted either by players or villagers, although some special flowers only occur when certain criteria are met. Flowers will grow all year round. They serve a variety of purposes, such as
.B.dem attracting bugs and developing a perfect city status. They can also be placed in a house as furniture or worn by the player. There are many different types of flowers and they come in a variety of colors. Players can develop hybrids of certain types of flowers through selective breeding. In New Horizons, flower mechanics can be
purchased from Tom Nook's garden store or shop. Once grown, they can be transplanted, worn as accessories, used in home décor or given as gifts. In Wild World, City Folk, and New Leaf, withered flowers become dull brown and destroyed during harvest, but can be restored if irrigated on the same day with a watering can on which
they wither. The flowers will lighten slightly during watering; Precipitation will also revive flowers. They will not wither when the Beautiful City Ordinance is in force. Running over flowers gives a chance of destruction. Digging flowers with a shovel will destroy them immediately. Both aspects have been changed in New Horizons, where
digging flowers now adds them to the inventory and running over flowers only destroys the flowering part of the flower. Beetles on flowers Many beetle species occur only next to flowers, including ladybugs, snails, mantises, bees and certain butterflies. Until New Leaf tulips didn't put on bugs. Three beetles, peacock butterflies, orchid
mantises and tiger butterflies, are attracted only to certain flower colors. For example, the peacock butterfly appears only when blue, black or purple flowers are present. The related dandelion, a variety of weeds, attracts only orchid mantisants. However, you can spawn on any white flower. Flower type Cosmos Color 1 Color 2 Result
(Island) (Island) Hyacinths Color 1 Color 2 Result (Bred) (Bred) Lilies Color 1 Color 2 Result Mothers Color 1 Color 2 Color (Bred) (Island) (Island) (Island 1 Color 2 Result (Bred) (Bred) (Island) ** Must be withered before New Horizons. Tulips Color 1 Color 2 Result (Island) (Island) Violet Color 1 Color 2 Result Windflowers Color 1 Color 2
Result (Bred) (Bred) (Bred) (Bred) (Bred) (Bred) (Bred) (Island) (Island) (Island) (Island) Special Flowers Flowers Color 1 Color 2 Result The player receives a pink carnation in a letter from his mother on Mother's Day and a red carnation from her father on Father's Day. Jacob's Ladders/Lilies of the Valley Main article: Jacob's ladder
When the surroundings of a city reach a perfect level (or 5 stars in NH), the Jacob's Ladder flower usually grows on the edge of a cliff. It is a rare and desirable flower. With growing hybrids, the placement of Jacob's ladder alongside parent flowers increases the chances of germinating a hybrid. Dandelion A dandelion appears random, and
although essentially a weed, it has no effect on the city's status. It is brighter and fuller in appearance than yellow cosmos. After a few days, dandelion blossoms turn white and become puffs that can be held and blown away by the player, causing the seeds to swim away and disappear. Puffs are not sown again. Rafflesia The raffle is a
large, red plant that grows in the player's city when a large number of unearths accumulate. Its appearance means that the city is in the lowest rank. The real tombola is notorious for its smell: in the Animal Crossing series, this is represented by the presence of flies attracted by the rotting smell. To rid the city of weeds, either the player
must pull it up or talk to Wisp, who wishes to remove all unbeds when the player completes a task. If you let go of all the unplaced in the city, the raffle will wither and disappear. In New Leaf, the player can talk to Leif. He is shown sleeping as a villager would in their homes. He will be traumatised by the weeds while the player talks to him.
Leif will then ask the player to help him pick the weeds. Once the player has selected all the unearth, the player can talk to Leif again and he will give the player a rare furniture-colored piece of furniture in floral style. Guide to hybrid plants flowers of the same type either side by side or diagonally. The next morning, a new flower can be
created next to one of the parents. Neither germination nor the appearance of a hybrid color is guaranteed, as only 3-5 new flowers appear per day and hybrid colors are less common than standard colors. From New Horizons, there is no limit to how many new flowers can spawn each day. Required Factors: Parents must be side by side
(side by side or diagonally). At least one empty space must be available next to each parent flower. Favorable factors: Good luck from Feng Shui. Presence of Jacob's ladders next to both parents. Pour the flowers after planting with a silver watering can. Fertilizer (New Leaf only). Visit players water the flowers (only in New Horizons), up
to 5 different players (irrigation effect will Trivia When an irrigated flower is picked up and moved to another location, it will not retain its irrigated state. Similarly, an irrigated flower that is moved to an already irrigated square on the ground is considered watered. Gallery Player with all flower types in New LeafAdd a photo to this gallery
gallery Puffs are used as equipment instead of headgear/accessories. Black/blue flowers are usually less common than other hybrids. Roses are placed in the mouth and not in s. hair when used as an accessory. Plants Cross Flowers Diagonal - If you plant cross flowers diagonally to each other, there are more spots crossings can sprout
than if planted side by side. Care for crossing flowers - Try your best to water the crossing flowers whenever possible. If they spoil, you will want to water them especially so that you can bring them back to life. Where to keep crossroads - The best place to keep them would be your house because there, they can not spoil. However, if you
decide to keep them outside, you should have them in your house at least at night until the morning of the day after. In this way, it will be impossible for them to spoil. Don't Time Travel - As tempting as it is, trying to create hybrids can be dangerous. You don't want your crossing to verdi flowers, do you? Garbage and items lying around -
Don't try to leave items or garbage on the floor. This can affect how likely a crossing hybrid is to sprout. Crossbreeds - Say, for example, that you want more than one pink tulip. Not only can you cross a red and white tulip, but you can cross a pink tulip with another tulip and still have a chance to get a pink tulip. If you cross a pink tulip with
a pink tulip, if a flower sprouts from it, it's certainly another pink tulip. Flowers in the Animal Crossing series are small clusters of colorful flowers that live throughout all four seasons. They can be purchased in Tom Nook's shops, the shops of Timmy and Tommy or Leif's Garden Shop, are grown by villagers and grow randomly in the city.
They can be irrigated with a watering can to grow them, which can produce hybrid flowers, and before Animal Crossing: New Horizons, they will wither if they are not irrigated. In Doubutsu no Mori e+ and earlier flowers cannot breed or wither. In addition, flowers cannot be picked up in Doubutsu no Mori or Animal Crossing, unlike in later
games, so they cannot be sold or worn. In Doubutsu no Mori e+, flowers can be picked, but it will cause the flower to be destroyed and the player holding the flower in their hands after it has been picked. in Animal Crossing: New Horizons, flowers now take a few days to grow, and can now be plucked from the flower plants to be used as
crafting materials, with new flower heads growing in a few days. Flower bases[edit] There are four common types of flowers: roses, cosmos, tulips and pansies. Crossing: New Leaf introduced two new flowers, lilies and violets, both of which can either be bought in Leif's garden shop or found on tours on different islands. Animal Crossing:
New Horizons introduced another three flowers, windflowers, mothers and hyacinths, while purple ones were removed. Different combinations of flowers can be to create new colors, such as .B yellow and red pansies, which create an orange pansie. Every day, if it has not rained or snowed the day before, there is a chance for any non-
irrigated flower to wither at 6 o'clock in the morning and dye a brown color. They can be revived by being irrigated on the same day with a watering can on which they wither, and returned to normal the next day. Watering flowers that have not yet withered prevent the flower from withering the next day. This wilting process applies to all
flowers except the golden rose, dandelion and dandelion puffs. Flowers that have been irrigated show shiny petals and sparkle in Animal Crossing: New Leaf. Some insects, such as snails, appear on flowers. In New Leaf, flowers grow in groups of four, unlike in previous games, where they grow in groups of three. The ability to carry
flowers in a player's hair introduced to Wild World also reappears and replaces a hat. Hybridization remains a feature of flowers. In later games, flowers can be picked up, as with any item. They can also be worn in the player's house or, since Animal Crossing: Wild World, on the player's hair. A flower worn in this way will take the place of
a hat. However, the rose is held between the teeth and will take the place of an accessory or helmet. Flowers can be destroyed in some ways. If the player walks through one of the grapes, there is a 30% chance that the flowers will be destroyed. When the player tries to fetch a withered flower, the player plucks it instead and removes it.
The player can also use a shovel to dig where the flower is and destroy it. In New Horizons, the flowers have been completely reworked. The planting of a flower seed causes small leaves, called sprouts on the ground, to indicate the first stage of growth. The next day the flowers will appear as stems and the next day they will appear as
buds before finally flowering on the third day after planting. The player can pluck the flowers (except Lily of the Valley), which can then be used as crafting material worn on the player as an accessory or placed in a vase as a single stem flower. Plucking the flowers will bring the flowers back to the growth stage of the stems. Running over
the flowers also has a chance to destroy the flowers, reduce them to the bud stage. At each growth stage, the player can dig up the flowers with the shovel and replant them. Flowers no longer wither, but they still need to be irrigated to hybridize. Hybrids and other new flowers appear every morning growth phase of the buds. The
flowering plants cannot be sent by post, but the flowers can. List of flowers[edit] Regular flowers[edit] Image type Description Possible colors Rose roses can be planted with rose bags, which can be purchased in the Nook family shops or Leifs shop. They appear in Animal Crossing: Wild World. Red, white and yellow are standard roses,
standard roses, can only be obtained through hybridization. Cosmos Cosmos can be planted with cosmos bags that can be purchased in the Nook family shops or in Leif's shop. They appear in every game. Red, white and yellow are standard cosmos in Animal Crossing: Wild World, while others can only be obtained through hybridization.
In Doubutsu no Mori e+ and used to be cosmos only blue, pink or yellow. Blue Cosmos is the only flowers that have not appeared in any games since Doubutsu no Mori e+, as they were only present in the first four games. [nb 1] Tulip tulips can be planted with tulip bags, which they can buy in the Nook family shops or in Leif's shop. They
appear in every game. Red, white and yellow are standard tulips in Animal Crossing: Wild World, while others can only be obtained through hybridization. These three were also the only color in Doubutsu no Mori e+ and earlier. Pansies can be planted with pansies, which can be bought in the Shops of the Nook family or in Leif's shop.
They appear in every game. Red, white and yellow are standard lows in Animal Crossing: Wild World, while others can only be obtained through hybridization. Purple, white and yellow were the only ones available in Doubutsu no Mori e+ and earlier. Lily lilies can be planted with lily bags that can be purchased at Leif's Store or Nook's
Cranny. They appear in Animal Crossing: New Leaf. Red, white and yellow are standard lilies, while others can only be obtained by hybridization. Violet Violets can be planted with purple bags that can be purchased in the Leif store. They appear only in Animal Crossing: New Leaf and Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer. Purple,
white and yellow are standard veils, while blue can only be obtained by hybridization. Hyacinth hyacinth can be planted with hyacinth bags, which can be purchased from Nook's Cranny. They first appeared in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Red, white and yellow are standard hyacinths, while others can only be obtained by hybridization.
Mom moms can be planted with mom bags that can be bought by Nook cranny. They first appeared in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Red, white and yellow are standard mothers, while others can only be obtained through hybridization. They are mainly the only flower species with a green hybrid. Windflower windflowers can be planted
with windflower bags that can be purchased from Nook's Cranny. They first appeared in Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Red, white and orange are standard windflowers, while others can only be obtained by hybridization. This makes windflowers the only flowers for which orange is a standard colour and not a hybrid. • Blue cosmos
appears only in no Mori e+ and former special flowers[edit] For flowers that appear during garden events in Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp, see Garden Safari Image Type Description Possible colors Lily of the Valley While this flower cannot be bought in a bag, these flowers only appear next to the cliffs when the city perfect
environmental assessment. These flowers appear in Doubutsu no Mori e+. Until Happy Home Designers, these flowers were mistakenly called Jacob's Ladder, although no flower looked anything like the other. This was a translation error: they are correctly referred to in the Japanese versions as ず (Suzuran, the Japanese name for lilies
of the valley). The files in the game call these flowers lilies, and the furniture award of Weeding Day similar to this flower is called the Lily lamp. Carnations are available in Animal Crossing: City Folk, Animal Crossing: New Leaf and Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer. There are three colors: Pink is received by the player's mother on
Mother's Day (May 10), the red is received by the player's father on Father's Day (June 21), and white is created as a hybrid of the two. Gold Rose Gold Roses are flowers that first appeared in Animal Crossing: Wild World. They can only be made by pouring a withering black rose with the golden tin. The withered black rose turns into a
golden rose the next day. In Animal Crossing: New Horizons, black roses don't turn into gold roses because they no longer wither, but produce gold offspring. Like dandelions, golden roses will never wither, but gold roses never disappear from the city, unlike dandelions, which turn into dandelion puffs. Dandelion dandelions happen to
appear in the city and are essentially classified as weeds in the real world, although they do not affect the city's environment, as they are considered to be a flower rather than a weed. They look like their real counterparts and look like a brighter version of a yellow cosmos, with thinner, fuller petals and heavier leaves. After a few days, a
dandelion turns into a dandelion puff (unless it's winter when they stay as flowers until spring arrives). Dandelion cannot wither. Dandelion puff The dandelion puff can only be grown if a normal dandelion is left for a certain space. The dandelion puff is the stage of a dandelion that has gone to the seed, it is a collection of seeds with white
umbrellas just like its real counterpart. This item, if held, can be blown by the player, hence the name Puff. When they are blown, the seeds float away and disappear into nothingness. In City Folk, the umbrellas are much more realistic, complete with seeds. Dandelion turns into dandelion puffs after a few days, then the dandelion puff will
disappear from the city after a few days have passed. Just like their flowering stage, dandelion puffs cannot wither. Rafflesia The raffle is a large red plant that grows in the player's city after a large number of unearths have accumulated. As soon as this plant appears in the city, it means that the city lowest rank. In reality, the plant is
notorious for its smell, which is reflected in the game in the presence of flies. After removing the weeds, the raffle will wither and then disappear. If the player wants to remove the weeds, want to Speak to Wisp the Spirit and bring back all five spirits. Freeing the city of weeds is one of three ways to reward. In many ways, it is the polar
opposite of the lily of the day. Clover grows frequently and is usually treated like weeds, disappearing after being pulled. However, the four-leaf clover grows very rarely and is included in the player's inventory. It can be planted again like normal flowers. It is known to affect happiness, and can be worn in the hair or placed as furniture in
the player's house, used as a bookmark. Hybridization[edit] Hybrids can be purchased from Wild World. In Animal Crossing, hybrids can be purchased from Tom Nook, but not bred. However, the Blue Cosmos cannot be preserved under any circumstances, not even by breeding in the Wild World or later, as it exists only in Doubutsu no
Mori e+ and earlier. How to hybridize[edit] If two different specimens of the same type are planted side by side, the next morning there is a chance that they will interact and create a new flower in one of the rooms next to one of the parents. For example, red tulips and white tulips can produce pink tulips. There are a number of guidelines
to follow. The parent flowers should be side by side, either directly next to each other or diagonally. At least one space must be open next to each parent elementa. This means that the flowers should not be completely surrounded. The flowers must be irrigated in order to allow hybrids to occur. Even if the hybridization conditions are met,
there is no guarantee that this will happen. Only three to five new flowers appear in a city in one day, and most hybridization pairings can produce a non-hybrid child, so it can take a while for a certain hybridization to occur. There are a few things that can increase the likelihood of hybridization. Perfect city status lucky from the positive
feng shui. With a silver casting can Once a hybrid is manufactured, it can multiply quickly by crossing it with any other flower. However, not all flowers can produce hybrids. Hybrids in Wild World and City Folk[edit] Color 1 Color 2 Possible Results Roses Cosmos Tulips Carnations Hybrids in New Leaf[edit] Hybrid Flowers in Animal
Crossing: New Leaf have a much different breeding pattern than the previous Animal Crossing games in the series. Some colors of hybrid flowers require breeding with a certain hybrid color and then again with these specific colors from their specific parents. As such, for example, a blue rose can only be obtained by growing a purple rose
with an orange rose to get a special red rose, and then growing two special red roses to get a blue rose. It is impossible to distinguish between ordinary breeding flowers and especially breeding flowers, as they have the same name and appearance as ordinary breeding flowers. - A color bred by a specific parent. Roses[edit] ??? ??? ???
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? Cosmos[edit] Cosmos[edit] Senses[edit] Lilies[edit] Violet's[edit] Carnations[edit] Hybrids in New Horizons[edit] In Animal Crossing: New Horizons, five species of flowers (cosmos, pansies, lilies, tulips and roses) return from previous games, along with three new species:
hyacinths, windflowers and mothers (short for chrysanthemums). A indicates that the color that was bred by a specific parent. Roses[edit] ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? Tulips[edit] Gallery[edit] Artwork[edit] Sprites and
models[edit] Screenshots[edit] This article needs to be updated. Edit this article to reflect updated content or newly available information. Relevant discussions can be found on the conversation page. More details: Flowers in NH and PC should be added. This article needs to be updated. Edit this article to reflect updated content or newly
available information. Relevant discussions can be found on the conversation page. More details: Flowers in NH and PC should be added. To-do list: This site could do with some improvements! Edit this page and add a little bit to make it just right. Hybrid information should be moved to the namespace guide and linked to and/or
transcluded from there. To-do list: This site could do with some improvements! Edit this page and add a little bit to make it just right. Hybrid information should be moved to the namespace guide and linked to and/or transcluded from there. There.
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